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“Each of our cut roses has her own signature style. 
As they open and evolve, some reveal 

surprising and subtle shifts in form, texture or colour 
that enhance their charm. Others seduce with  

complex fragrances.”

David J C Austin
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DAV I D AUS T I N 

Iconic roses, exceptional quality, exquisitely scented. Welcome to 
the world of David Austin Wedding Roses. Our distinctive roses 
create unforgettable events, with an atmosphere that is timeless 
and original. 

The particular characteristics that make each of our roses unique 
and instantly recognisable are no accident. The shape, colour, and 
scent are all considered with an obsessive attention to detail. Only 
the very best will receive the David Austin hallmark and be chosen 
for our collection. 

THE WORLD OF ICONIC 
WEDDING ROSES
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Always elegant. Always iconic.
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Create a magical backdrop of roses from your bouquet to the 
ceremony, through to your reception.
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Each rose has her own personality, but all share the David Austin 
hallmark of enchanting beauty and unforgettable charm.
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An understated style. Defined by a rather unconventional sense of 
sophistication. With taste that is ratified, yet a touch audacious. 
Timeless and elegant... but always infused with a charming dash 
of wit and whimsy.  Authentic, unexpected scents, coveted luxury 
bouquets and thought-provoking installations make your event 
effortlessly premier.

THE ART OF 
WEDDING FLORALS

A  L A S T I NG  I M PR E S SION
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For you. For everyone.
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“Dark red Tess roses are the 
protagonists of wedding-style blooms. 

They are my forever favourites.”

GI L BE RTO F R E I HOF F

— F loral  D esigner — 
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Explore the art and adventure of creating your signature wedding 
scent through the David Austin Wedding Roses you choose. A 
scent memory you can revisit over the years ahead to remember 
your special day. Choose a fragrance you love. A citrus note with a 
zing of lemon. An almond, marzipan scent with a touch of vanilla. 
Or Turkish Delight with the freshness of rose water. Experiment 
and blend your roses until you find the perfect combination.

A SIGNATURE 
SCENT

S CE N T M E MORY

“Fragrance is said to be the other half of the beauty of a rose” 
David C H Austin (1926 – 2018)
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A beautiful, fragrant rose can captivate our senses, stir our emotions, 
creating memories like no other flower.

“Fragrance, like the visual beauties of the 
rose, has its own art, as we mingle one scent 

with another.”

DAV I D C H  AUS T I N  

(192 6  –  2018)
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From an array of bold and muted tones, our collection of 
David Austin Wedding Roses has a wide colour palette to suit your 
needs and wedding day. 

Our roses are abundant in nature’s chemistry and as such, we 
embrace their complexities that can subtly vary from one bloom 
to another.  Embrace and admire the allure of their differing tones 
as they find their place within your event.  Each rose is unique, the 
colours changing with varying light and shade as the bloom opens 
– just like you would see on a rose in your garden. 

COLOURS 
& TONES

OU R A E S T H E T IC

“The colours are subtly rich, and the shape of the flowers are unique 
and romantic...” — David J C Austin
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Choose from a palette of sophisticated colours and scents. Roses that 
are unforgettable, effortlessly elegant and forever timeless.



ROSE 
ANTHOLOGY
Discover each of our roses – their scent, colour  

and form.  Available throughout the year to order from 
 your floral designer.
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“There is no such thing as a perfect rose so our work will never end  
but we will never stop looking for it...”  David C H Austin  (1926 – 2018)



LEONORA™

Auswagsy

A luminous rose, she is a wedding favourite  
and a classic muse with ruffled, blousy ivory  
petals. Uncompromisingly elegant with a medium 
fresh scent of citrus notes and cucumber.

PURITY™

Ausoblige

A smaller but perfectly formed bloom with loose ruffled 
petals. A memorable addition thanks to her distinctive 
scent and delicate blush centre. Quiet sophistication with 
a Turkish Delight and rose water scent. 

PATIENCE™

Auspastor

Seducing everyone with her intense fragrance, 
her lace-like petals open to reveal a creamy  
coloured centre. Sculptural and intense with a scent 
of Old Rose and lemon.

EUGENIE™

Ausimage

This flamboyant frothy rosette is a captivating 
delight of blush peach and apricot.  Playful, 
charismatic but always graceful with a hint of 
aniseed and myrrh in her scent. 

CHARITY™

Auswasher

A characterful ballet pink rose with a delightful 
botanical twist - a lime green stamen that adds a touch 
of drama to this playful and unusual bloom. This 
surprising rose has a scent of sweet violet and musk.  

KEIRA™

Ausboxer

Gloriously unpredictable tones of pale pink and 
cream, swirling like raspberry ripple ice cream.  A 
rose with an abundance of vintage-style glamour and 
a scent of myrrh, almond and vanilla.

CONSTANCE™

Austruss

The prettiest of roses with cream and blush pink 
colours dispersing like watercolour paints across 
paper. She is a fairytale rose, her petals like layers of 
silk tulle in a ball gown. Her delicious fruity scent 
perfuming the air with hints of apples and pears.  
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MIRANDA™

Ausimmon

A visual delight, Miranda is a show-stopping rose 
with each petal cascading in colour from deep to 
gentle tones of candy pink. This decadent rose has a 
light scent but her visual impact is striking.



CAPABILITY™

Ausapply

This rose plays to large occasions in style and 
with great finesse whilst maintaining a drama only 
she can command. This leading lady captivates with 
her colour and her scent of rose and citrus.

EFFIE™

Ausgray

Capturing the warmth of summer and the rich tones 
of autumn, this amber-coloured rose is bohemian, 
whimsical, adventurous and striking. This vibrant 
rose’s final flourish is her aromatic tea scent.

DARCEY™

Auschariot

Darcey is awash with raspberry red and rich pink 
berry tones proving popular for both summer and 
winter events. Rich in colour and classic in nature, 
with just a light scent of tea and sandalwood. 

BEATRICE™

Auslevity

A graceful, sophisticated and radiant bloom with 
golden and yellow buttery tones that work well from 
spring through to autumn weddings.  A happy rose, 
she has a delightful scent of myrrh with hints of fruit 
and almond.

KATE™

Auschris

Simple sophistication with her signature wavy 
petals in striking fuchsia pink.  As Kate relaxes, she 
transforms into a larger, rosette shape.  Her dramatic 
colour is complemented by a deliciously fresh scent 
of lemon and pears. 

EDITH™

Auspluto

Edith makes an impression wherever she goes using 
her sensational dual colour tone of antique gold and 
raspberry pink outer petals. Flamboyant and creative, 
Edith’s scent is an exotic mix of fruit and myrrh.

TESS™

Ausyacht

Our true red rose and a romantic jewel in the crown. 
A light scent but Tess is sumptuous, velvety and regal 
forming perfect rosettes of great elegance. A true 
leading lady. 
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JULIET™

Ausjameson

Instantly recognisable, our signature rose is a 
wedding favourite.  Her trademark shapely cup, 
in luminous shades of peach and warm apricot, is 
captivating.  Whilst only a light tea scent she remains 
our iconic heroine and the ultimate classic rose.  



Available all year round, our roses are always in season and can 
be ordered from floral designers and flower wholesalers across the 
globe.  If you need help in sourcing our roses, please get in touch.

V I SI T
davidaustin.com/where-to-buy

WHERE TO BUY

C A L L
+44 (0) 1902 376 301

E M A I L
cutroses@davidaustin.co.uk

 
S O CI A L 

@davidaustinweddingroses

GET IN TOUCH

Not sure which rose to choose?  Do you have a question? 
We are here to help.



David Austin Roses Limited, Bowling Green Lane, Albrighton, Shropshire  WV7 3HB  England
+44 (0) 1902 376301   davidaustin.com
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